Instructions for the VPN-OUT UNITN service

The VPN-OUT service allow you to access the Unitn intranet from remote locations and to access internet resources using a public UniTN ip address.

- **WARNING:** Students can connect to VPN-OUT only from external networks, not from Unitn networks.

To use the VPN-OUT service you have to follow the general VPN instructions [Configurazione VPN di Ateneo](https://wiki.unitn.it) but, when required, you have to use the connection URL:

\[ https://vpn-out.icts.unitn.it \]

instead of

\[ https://vpn.icts.unitn.it \]

**VPN-OUT properties**

**traffic flow**

All the traffic will flow in the SSL tunnel and the internet traffic is NATTED with a UniTN public ip address.
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